
2022 MG Zone Games Rules – Recycling Race, Fishing & Big Sack  
 

EVENT 3: Hollywood Bowl Fishing Race (Senior Version) 
On the Centre line there is a litter bin containing four fish. 
Number Five stands 3 m behind the Changeover line facing down the 
arena, holding a gibbet, with the hooks facing down the arena away 
from Number Five. 
All four riders form up at the Start/Finish end. Number One has a cane with 
a small hook on one end. 
On the signal to start, Number One rides to the litter bin, hooks a fish and 
continues over the Changeover line to Number Five. Number Five unhooks 
the fish and secures it on the gibbet hook. Number One must remain 
behind the Changeover line until Number Five has correctly placed the fish 
on the hook, he then returns to the Start/Finish line and hands the cane to 
Number Two. 
Numbers Two, Three & Four in turn complete the course in the same way. 
The winning team is the one whose Number Four is first across the Finish 
line with all four fish on the gibbet. Should a rider drop a fish, he may pick 
it up either mounted or dismounted, before replacing it on the hook of the 
cane. If a fish is dropped whilst handing over to Number Five, the Number 
Five may pick it up and put it on the gibbet (See General Rules). 
The fish should be on the hook at all times when riding up the arena, 
however the cane will have a rubber stopper 100mm from the hook to 
stop the fish when hooked travelling up the cane, should the fish go to 
the rubber stopper (not pass the rubber stopper) then the rider needs 
to stop and get the fish back onto the hook before proceeding. 

EVENT 3: Hollywood Bowl Fishing race (Junior Version) 
On the Centre line there is an upturned bin/table with four fish on, the 
first two facing up & down the arena with the other two on top facing at 
90 degrees to the two below. The rings at the fish mouth will be placed 
opposite ends to each other on both sets. 
Number Five stands 3 m behind the Changeover line facing down the 
arena, holding a gibbet with the hooks facing Number Five. 
All four riders form up at the Start/Finish end. 
On the signal to start, Number One rides to the upturned bin/table and 
picks up one fish and continues over the Changeover line to Number Five. 
Number Five is handed the fish and secures it on the gibbet hook. Number 
One must remain behind the Changeover line until Number Five has 
correctly placed the fish on the hook, he then returns to the Start/Finish line. 
Numbers Two, Three & Four each in turn complete the course in the same 
way. 
The winning team is the one whose Number Four is first across the Finish 
line with all four fish on the gibbet. Should a rider drop a fish, he may 
dismount and pick it up before continuing. If a fish is dropped whilst 
handing over to Number Five, the Number Five may pick it up and put it on 
the gibbet (See General Rules). 



EVENT 3: Hollywood Bowl Fishing Race (Pairs) 
On the Centre line there is a litterbin containing two fish, and another 
litterbin 3 metres past the Changeover line. 
Both riders form up at the Start/Finish end. Number One has a cane with a 
small hook on one end. 
On the signal to start, Number One rides to the litterbin, hooks a fish and 
continues over the Changeover line and drops the fish off the cane into the 
litterbin or picks the fish off the cane with his hand and places it into the 
litterbin and then returns to the Start line and hands the cane to Number 
Two. 
Numbers Two complete the course in the same way. 
The winning pair is the one whose Number Two is first across the Finish line 
with both fish in the litterbin beyond the Changeover line. 
Should a rider drop a fish, he may pick it up either mounted or dismounted, 
before replacing it on the hook of the cane. If a fish is dropped whilst 
attempting to put the fish into the litterbin beyond the Changeover line he 
may pick it up dismounted and can put the fish in from the ground. 
The fish should be on the hook at all times when riding up the arena, 
however the cane will have a rubber stopper 100mm from the hook to 
stop the fish when hooked travelling up the cane, should the fish go to 
the rubber stopper (not pass the rubber stopper) then the rider needs 
to stop and get the fish back onto the hook before proceeding. 

 

 

EVENT 7: Biffa Waste Services Recycling Race (Senior Version) 
All four riders are mounted behind the Start/Finish line. 
At the changeover end, placed on the ground in the circle 3 metres beyond 
the Changeover line in any position are four items of recycling - a Bottle, Tin 
Can, Newspaper and a Letter. In line with the first pole is placed a 120 litre 
size wheelie bin with an insert in the top with 2 slots, one circular and the 
other rectangular. The wheelie bin handles will be facing the changeover 
end with the rectangular slot of the insert on the left looking from the Start/ 
Finish line. 
At the start of the race the lid on the wheelie will be closed. 
On the signal to start Number One rides up the arena towards the wheelie 
bin and opens the lid and then proceeds to the far end, dismounts and 
collects an item of recycling. He remounts and returns to the wheelie bin 
and using the correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin and then 
crosses the Start/Finish line. 
Numbers Two & Three rides each in turn rides to the far end, dismounts, 
collects an item of any recycling, remounts and returns to the wheelie bin 
and using the correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin and then 
crosses the Start/Finish line. 
Number Four rides to the far end, dismounts and collects the final item 
of recycling. He, remounts and returns to the wheelie bin and using the 
correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin. After placing the final item 



into the wheelie bin, Number Four then closes the lid of the wheelie bin 
before crossing the Start/Finish line to end the race. 
The wheelie bin lid must remain open throughout the race until the 
final rider closes it after placing their final item. The bottle & Tin Can 
must be placed through the circular hole and the Newspaper & Letter 
through the rectangular slot. 
If the wheelie bin is knocked over during the race, that rider needs to pick 
up the wheelie bin and place it on its original position and replace any items 
that may have fallen out back into the wheelie bin and replace the insert 
in the top of the wheelie bin in the correct position that will allow the lid 
to be closed fully. If the insert is incorrectly replaced during the race and 
not corrected by the rider the team will be eliminated, other riders are not 
to correct the insert if incorrectly replaced by the rider who has displaced 
it originally. If the wheelie bin is knocked and does not fall over but the 
wheelie bin is now at a different angle (providing the insert is in the correct 
position) the team can continue with the race without having to move it to 
its original position. 
Line Stewards may replace any items in the circle where possible in any 
position. 

 EVENT 7: Biffa Waste Services Recycling Race (Junior Version) 
All four riders are mounted behind the Start/Finish line. 
3 m behind the Changeover line, placed on an upturned bin/table in any 
position will be four items of recycling - a Bottle, a Tin Can, a Newspaper, and 
a Letter. In line with the first pole is placed a 120 litre size wheelie bin with 
an insert in the top with 2 slots, one circular and the other rectangular. The 
wheelie bin handles will be facing the changeover end with the rectangular 
slot of the insert on the left looking from the Start/Finish line. 
At the start of the race the lid on the wheelie will be closed. 
On the signal to start Number One rides up the arena towards the wheelie 
bin and opens the lid. He then proceeds to the far end and collects from 
the upturned bin/table any item of recycling. He returns to the wheelie bin 
and using the correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin. Number One 
then crosses the Start/Finish line. 
Numbers Two & Three in turn rides to the far end, collects from the 
upturned bin/table any item of recycling, returns to the wheelie bin and 
using the correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin. Numbers Two & 
Three in turn then cross the Start/Finish line. 
Number Four rides to the far end and collects from the upturned bin/table 
the final item of recycling. He returns to the wheelie bin and using the 
correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin. After placing the final item 
into the wheelie bin Number Four then closes the lid of the wheelie bin 
before crossing the Finish line to end the race. 
The wheelie bin lid must remain open throughout the race until the 
final rider closes it after placing their final item. The Bottle & Tin Can 
must be placed through the circular hole and the Newspaper & Letter 
through the rectangular slot. 
If the wheelie bin is knocked over during the race, that rider needs to pick 



up the wheelie bin and place it on its original position and replace any items 
that may have fallen out back into the wheelie bin and replace the insert 
in the top of the wheelie bin in the correct position that will allow the lid 
to be closed fully. If the insert is incorrectly replaced during the race and 
not corrected by the rider the team will be eliminated, other riders are not 
to correct the insert if incorrectly replaced by the rider who has displaced 
it originally. If the wheelie bin is knocked and does not fall over but the 
wheelie bin is now at a different angle (providing the insert is in the correct 
position) the team can continue with the race without having to move it to 
its original position. 
If an items or the upturned bin/table are knocked off or over at the 
changeover end the rider must dismount and replace all items and the 
upturned bin/table if it was knocked over before proce 

EVENT 7: Biffa Waste Services Recycling Race (Pairs) 
Both riders are mounted behind the Start/Finish line. 
At the changeover end, placed on the ground in the circle 3 metres beyond 
the Changeover line in any position are four items of recycling - a Bottle, 
a Tin Can, a Newspaper and a Letter. In line with the first pole is placed a 
120 litre size wheelie bin with an insert in the top with 2 slots, one circular 
and the other rectangular. The wheelie bin handles will be facing the 
changeover end with the rectangular slot of the insert on the left looking 
from the Start/Finish line. 
At the start of the race the lid on the wheelie bin will be closed. 
On the signal to start Number One rides up the arena towards the wheelie 
bin and opens the lid and then proceeds to the far end, dismounts and 
collects any item of recycling. He remounts and returns to the wheelie bin 
and using the correct slot places the item into the wheelie bin. He then 
returns to the top of the arena and collects a second item of recycling. One 
then crosses the Start/Finish line. 
Number Two rides to the far end, dismounts and collects any item of 
recycling. He remounts and returns to the wheelie bin and using the correct 
slot places the item into the wheelie bin. He then returns to the top of the 
arena and collects the final item of recycling. After placing the final item 
into the wheelie bin, Number Two then closes the lid of the wheelie bin 
before crossing the Start/Finish line to end the race. 
The wheelie bin lid must remain open throughout the race until the 
final rider closes it after placing their final item. The Bottle & Tin Can 
must be placed through the circular hole and the Newspaper & Letter 
through the rectangular slot. 
If the wheelie bin is knocked over during the race, that rider needs to pick 
up the wheelie bin and place it on its original position and replace any items 
that may have fallen out back into the wheelie bin and replace the insert 
in the top of the wheelie bin in the correct position that will allow the lid 
to be closed fully. If the insert is incorrectly replaced during the race and 
not corrected by the rider the team will be eliminated, other riders are not 
to correct the insert if incorrectly replaced by the rider who has displaced 
it originally. If the wheelie bin is knocked and does not fall over but the 



wheelie bin is now at a different angle (providing the insert is in the correct 
position) the team can continue with the race without having to move it to 
its original position. 
Line Stewards may replace any items in the ring where possible in any 
position.  

Biffa Waste Services Recycling Race Equipment List 
▶ 6 120 Litre Wheelie Bins (will be available from your usual supplier within the next few weeks)  
▶ 6 Wheelie Bin Inserts approximately 3900mm square with rounded 
corners to fit inside the wheelie bin approximately 10mm from the 
top so that the lid can be fully closed with 2 slots (one circular 100mm 
diameter and the other rectangular 2600mm long x 40mm wide). (will be available from your usual 
supplier within the next few weeks) 
▶ 6 Newspapers (The newspaper is a folded tabloid or flat magazine in a 
plastic folder approximately A4 in size). 
▶ 6 Letters (A wooden letter similar to the ones used when doing the 
postman’s race.) 
▶ 6 Bottle (Senior size weighing 500g) 
▶ 6 Tin Cans (approximately 75mm diameter x 110mm tall weighing 150g) 
Biffa Waste Services Recycling Race (Junior Version) 
▶ 6 120 Litre Wheelie Bins 
▶ 6 Wheelie Bin Inserts approximately 3900mm square with rounded 
corners to fit inside the wheelie bin approximately 10mm from the 
top so that the lid can be fully closed with 2 slots (one circular 100mm 
diameter and the other rectangular 2600mm long x 40mm wide). 
▶ 6 Upturned bins/tables 
▶ 6 Newspapers (The newspaper is a folded tabloid or flat magazine in a 
plastic folder approximately A4 in size). 
▶ 6 Letters (A wooden letter similar to the ones used when doing the 
postman’s race.) 
▶ 6 Bottle (Senior size weighing 500g) 
▶ 6 Tin Cans (approximately 75mm diameter x 110mm tall weighing 150g) 

 

 

EVENT 10: Big Sack (Senior Version) 
A ‘Big Sack’ will be placed 1m beyond the Centre line. 
Number five will stand behind the Changeover line. 
Numbers One & Two will form up, on foot behind the Start line, with 
Number One holding a pony on the nearside. Number Two will stand beside 
him facing forward. 
Numbers Three & Four will similarly form up behind the Start line. 
On the signal to start Numbers Two & Four mount their ponies before 
crossing the start line. 
Numbers One & Three each leads a pony down the arena across the 
Changeover line and hands the pony to Number Five (ponies may be 



handed over mounted or unmounted). 
Numbers One, Two, Three & Four then run back and step into the Big Sack 
before crossing the Centre line. 
All four then make their way in the sack across the Finish Line. 
The winning team is the one whose sack, containing all four Members, is 
first over the Finish line. The white hat band can be worn by any rider 
who is in the sack when crossing the finish line. 

EVENT 8: Big Sack (Junior Version) 
A ‘Big Sack’ will be placed 1m beyond Pole 1 
Number Five will stand behind the Changeover line. 
Numbers One & Two will form up with Number Two mounted, with Number 
One holding one pony. 
Numbers Three & Four will also form up with Number Four mounted, with 
Number Three holding one pony. 
Numbers One & Three will hold the pony by the rein in their right hand. 
On the signal to start Numbers One & Three each leads a pony down the 
arena. When a pair has crossed the Changeover line the ponies are handed 
to the number Five by the runners (Numbers One & Three). Numbers Two & 
Four will dismount after crossing the Changeover line but may not wait for 
Number Five to have hold of the pony. 
Numbers One, Two, Three & Four then run back and step into the Big Sack 
before passing the position of Pole 1. 
All four then make their way in the sack across the Finish line. 
The winning team is the one whose sack, containing all four Members, is 
first over the Finish line. The white hat band must be worn by one of the 
riders and who is in the sack when crossing the finish line. 

EVENT 10: 3 Legged Sack (Pairs) 
Number One will be mounted behind the start line and Number Two will be 
mounted behind the Changeover line. 
On the signal to start Number One carrying a sack rides down the arena, 
over the Changeover line and dismounts. Number Two dismounts when 
Number One has crossed the Changeover line Numbers One & Two each 
put one leg into the sack. Holding the sack in one hand and leading their 
ponies with the other, they run back together over the Finish line. 
The winning pair will be those who are first over the Finish line. 
The sack may be handed to the outgoing rider before the incoming rider 
has dismounted providing the incoming ponies feet have fully crossed the 
line. Ponies must be led by the nearer rein. The top of the sack must not 
be rolled over at the start of the race. 

 

 


